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Welcome
How we move forward as an organisation, and whether we succeed, relies on
meeting the needs of our customers, understanding their views and preferences,
and involving them every step of the way. Everything, from the design of homes
and places, to strategic organisational decisions, must be carried out with our
customers’ interests at heart, and their guidance in mind.
Extensive research and customer engagement backs up what we know: that the
only way to stay ahead in this ever-changing environment, is by becoming the truly
customer-driven landlord we strive to be. Customer engagement helps us to shape
products and services, and ultimately, helps us to fulfil our mission to provide
more people with a roof over their head, so they can make a home.
Customers have told us, “listen to me, empower me, improve my services.” This
forms the three major pillars in our journey to become truly customer-driven.
But that’s not all. We also need to build trust, and form lasting relationships with
our customers, and this requires honesty and transparency in everything we do,
especially in reporting performance. We’re always looking for new and better ways
to engage with our customers, building on successful forums like Customer Voice.
The Government’s Charter for social
housing residents, published in January
2021, reflects our approach, with an
emphasis not only on safe, quality
homes, but also listening to the people
who live in those homes, and bringing
them into the decision-making process.
We hope you find this annual review
useful and interesting. It gives some of
our successes over the past 12 months
and also highlights areas where we
need to improve, and what we’re doing
to make things better for customers.
Susan Stockwell
Chief Customer Officer
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The three themes of our Customer Strategy:

Listen to me
Understanding and empathising with customers
means listening authentically and giving them
the opportunity to be heard. We will work with
customers to shape the development and delivery
of our services and to influence social housing and
welfare policy.

Improve my services
We will have a range of online and
offline service solutions that are
seamless and entirely customerdriven, to ensure a high quality,
prompt and consistent level of
service, tailored to individual needs.

Empower me
We will inform customers about decisions affecting
their homes, neighbourhoods and communities.
Our relationships will be based on mutual trust,
treating customers as equals and giving them
choice in how they manage their tenancies. We
will give customers the tools to do this and involve
them in their continuous improvement.
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About us
Our vision

Breakdown of Hyde homes by county
1-999

A great home for everyone

1,000-1,999

We want to provide great homes, that are decent, safe and energy-efficient,
to everyone that needs one.

2,000-5,999
6,000-9,999

Our mission

10,000+

To provide more people with a roof over their head so they can make a home
We will be fair and equitable, giving customers more choice and the flexibility to
live in a Hyde home that most suits their needs, whatever their stage in life.
The Hyde Group is primarily a group of ‘not-for-profit’ organisations, headed
by Hyde Housing Association. We were established in 1967 and now own and
manage 48,721 homes for more than 105,000 people, in London, the south east of
England and the surrounding areas.
These include affordable rented and shared ownership homes, as well as those
designed for people with additional needs, such as older customers.
Providing great, affordable homes
We understand that a home isn’t just a building, and a community isn’t just a
collection of houses. Creating safe and sustainable communities gives people
more opportunities, improves their wellbeing and reduces the burden on
emergency services, healthcare and local authorities.
One of our key objectives is to provide more affordable homes for people that
need them, in the places where they’re most needed. We fund homes through
Government grants, debt funding, partnerships, joint ventures and with third-party
investors. Our ambition is for the homes we build to be sector-leading in standards
of safety, energy efficiency and sustainability.
We completed 651 new homes in 2020/21; fewer than the year before (687), due
to delays because of COVID-19. However, in 2020/21 we started work on sites that
will eventually deliver 1,926 new homes and plan to complete a total of 6,848 new
homes between 2021 and 2026.
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Supporting our customers

84%

44%

overall satisfaction
with customer services

increase in anti-social
behaviour (ASB) cases
during lockdown

(2019/20: 83%)

55%

90%

100%

of 20,207 planned estate
inspections completed
(2019/20: 100%)

70%

1,432

satisfaction with
complaints handling

satisfaction
with lettings

satisfaction with
ASB services

homes let to
new customers

(2019/20: 54%)

(2019/20: 95%)

(2019/20: 70.3%)

(2019/20: 1,312)

We want customers to feel valued and important; for services to be seamless,
integrated and easy. This has been particularly challenging during the coronavirus
pandemic, but we managed to deliver almost all our services throughout the
crisis, maintaining customer satisfaction. We know we’ve got work to do around
complaints and service charges. A renewed focus on these areas, combined with
a major digital transformation programme, will help us to improve our services.

Supporting our most vulnerable customers

Continuing to deliver normal services during COVID-19

Throughout the pandemic, our Resident Services team focused on our most
vulnerable customers, specifically those living in our supported and sheltered
accommodation. With scheme officers working remotely, we contacted customers
regularly, making 32,907 calls between April and June 2020. We also liaised with
local food banks and other partners to ensure vulnerable customers had enough
food, toiletries and household cleaning products during the lockdown.

Following the first lockdown, services returned to normal by the summer of
2020 and throughout the rest of the year. This included essential maintenance
and repairs, property management and estate services, dealing with anti-social
behaviour (ASB), providing rental homes and sending regular coronavirus updates
to customers, as well as providing increased support to those who needed it most
during the pandemic. As a result, overall satisfaction with customer services was
84%, despite the unprecedented situation.

ASB was amplified for many customers during the lockdowns. The number of
cases in 2020/21 increased by 44% compared with 2019/20, which was not
unexpected, with people spending more time at home, and noise and ASB difficult
to escape. While we carried out some home and site visits to investigate issues,
most cases were handled by telephone, email and WhatsApp in the first instance,
so we could continue to respond promptly. As a result, customer satisfaction with
ASB remained high, hitting our target of 70%.
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Helping people find an affordable home

Our commitment to improving service charges

We completed 1,432 lets in 2020/21, making it one of our busiest years in recent
times, despite the significant impact of COVID-19. We used digital platforms and
mobile apps instead of face-to-face meetings, to ensure people could move into a
new home as quickly and easily as possible. Customer satisfaction with lettings
was at 90% at the end of the year.

Customers have told us they want to see improvements in accuracy, transparency
and value for money. We know we have more to do and we’re continuing to work
closely with Customer Voice and our Homeowner Panel to share and monitor
plans to work towards meeting customer expectations.

Working to improve complaints handling
In February 2021, we adopted a new complaints process, in response to customer
feedback and the Housing Ombudsman’s new Complaint handling code. We share
the Ombudsman’s ambitions for a prompt, fair and polite complaints service.
Customers can now choose an informal or a formal process and we aim to
respond within 10 working days.
This year, 55% of customers were satisfied with our complaint handling. This is
a slight improvement on the previous year, but falls short of our ambition of 65%
satisfaction. This remains a priority for us as we adapt to the new process.
In November 2020, two customers joined our Complaints Board, which meets
every two months to review themes and trends in complaints, and to discuss
what we’re doing to address the causes of complaints. We’re pleased to have this
additional insight, challenge and support from customers in these discussions.
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Our new, dedicated Customer Service Charge team handles enquiries, with
a named, accountable staff member for each case. We’ve improved contact
with customers and taken steps to reduce common errors. We’ve had positive
feedback from those customers who’ve had complex enquiries resolved.
Increased service costs, related to fire safety and reactive costs for bulk refuse,
contributed to higher volumes of contact this year, which means many customers
waited too long for a response.
I am Hyde tone of voice
“I am Hyde” is changing the way we talk to our customers. It’s our tone of voice
guide for all communication, a set of principles that puts people before processes
and policies. We talk to our customers with straightforward, human language, and
relate to them with empathy and understanding.
We understand our customers want to hear from a real person who understands
their needs and gets things done – not a robot. We’ve created and adopted these
principles, and will embed them permanently, as part of our journey to becoming a
truly customer driven organisation.
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Customer Voice

36,000
customers received our

bi-annual Customer
Involvement bulletin

300 customers
joined

74 online
meetings

3,000

2,600

got involved in helping
improve our services

responded to surveys

More than

customers

customers

1,100
31
Customer
customers
Voice meetings
logged into the OAK

32
We engaged with

tenant and resident
associations and
customer groups
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Customer Voice is a group of customer volunteers who work with us, contributing
directly to strategic decisions and providing healthy scrutiny every step of the way.
This successful forum has been the driving force behind many of our activities
and projects over the past year.
Customer Involvement strategy launched
Our Customer Involvement strategy, produced in partnership with Customer Voice
and launched in September 2020, sets out our commitment to listen to customers
and act on what they tell us. We want to inspire customers to share their views, so
we can deliver services and homes to meet their needs now, and in the future.
There are three key themes:
• Connected communities
We’ll listen to, and act on, the views of customers. Customers have told us
they want more opportunities to talk to and engage with us about services
and issues concerning them. We need to do this regularly and proactively.
• Customers with influence
We recognise the value of customers’ experiences and we’ll listen and work
together in partnership. Involvement needs to start at an early stage. We need
to make sure that customer volunteers on formal groups are representative of
our communities.
• Improving services together
We want to get more customers involved in influencing, improving, and designing
our services. Customers told us that we need to promote activities better, keep
things simple and make performance information more widely available.
“We consulted widely with residents and staff to understand everyone’s priorities. The
strategy is an exciting opportunity to improve services by involving more residents in
the way these are delivered. We’re pleased with the commitment the strategy makes
with this customer-driven approach. We look forward to an increased partnership with
Hyde to continue to improve and develop services for all residents.”
Jan Durbridge and Stella Young - Chair & Vice Chair, Customer Voice
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Delivering the new strategy

Highlights from 2020/21

We’ve introduced three commitments to support the strategic themes:

Engagement was obviously challenging last year, which meant we had to take
a different approach, using virtual meetings (both formal and informal), online
surveys, publishing more information on our website and targeted consultation,
via email and post. This approach was developed with customers, to make it easy
for them to continue to engage with us. The result was that more customers got
involved and response rates increased, particularly around issues such as service
charges and fire safety.

• A better online offer
We’re improving our online tools, to make it quick and easy to engage with us,
through surveys and discussion forums, online meetings and consultation. We’ll
continue to offer customers who don’t use technology ways to get involved.
• Improved communications
We’ll promote ways for customers to get involved in shaping our future, using
a range of tools to reach as wide an audience as possible, and publicise when
customers have played a key role in improving services.
• Training and support
We’ll offer training, resources and other learning opportunities, to ensure
customers are supported and empowered to make a difference.

• Customer Voice influenced and directed our coronavirus communications and
online content, to ensure we provided information that was helpful and easyto-understand
• Our Resident Inspection team recommended 15 service improvements to
our complaints service, grounds maintenance, cleaning services and estate
services. A further seven recommendations were made as a result of a
defects inspection
• Customers helped us to select contractors and design the services for planned
maintenance, internal lifts and hoists, and parking
• Two customers were recruited to our Complaints Board and took part in the
review of the process and lessons learned.
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Hyde Foundation – our social investment team

2,083 104

direct interventions
preventing eviction and
homelessness

86 £1.5m
632 grants worth

customers
helped back into
employment

customers
received jobs and
skills training

awarded by Hyde
Charitable Trust

(2019/20: 207)

(2019/20: 184)

(2019/20: 154, £0.3m)

(2019/20: 1,903)

£3.5m

£264k

1,552

secured towards
rent payments

of external funding
secured

customers received
financial advice

(2019/20: £3.0m)

(2019/20: £370k)

(2019/20: 1,291)

Hyde Foundation works to prevent homelessness, tackle stigma and contribute to
placemaking, through our Successful Tenancies and Successful Places programmes.
Hyde Foundation objectives
• To enable positive change in local communities and ensure we’re seen as
leading the way in developing places where people want to live
• To provide specialist one-to-one advice and support to customers at risk of
homelessness
• To deliver Hyde Charitable Trust grants and supply chain social value contributions,
to add value to the Successful Places and Successful Tenancies programmes.
Many of the essential services that support our customers and communities
can only be done through our fundraising. In 2020/21, we secured commitments
of £774k for Hyde Charitable Trust (HCT), Hyde Foundation and our community
partners, more than double our original target.
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Supporting customers impacted by COVID-19

Supporting victims of domestic abuse during COVID-19

The pandemic continues to have a significant effect on customers and
communities, with many feeling the physical, mental and financial impacts. Hyde
Charitable Trust provided additional financial support throughout the year, including:

We’ve strengthened our focus on domestic abuse since the start of the first
lockdown in 2020, to ensure customers are safe and that no one feels trapped.

• £600k for an emergency relief fund for community and individual grants
• £484k for 277 customers through the rent relief fund to help sustain rent
payments
• £308k in grants to help customers buy food; to help families manage
bereavement costs and to supply laptops for home schooling.
You can read more about how Hyde Foundation and Hyde Charitable Trust
supported people and communities in 2020 in the Hyde Foundation impact report,
Bringing our social purpose to life, which you can find on our website.
Hyde customer annual review 2020/21

We have four women’s refuges across Kent, Brighton and London, run by specialist
organisations on our behalf. This year, Hyde Charitable Trust awarded a £20,000
grant to My Sisters’ House, a women’s centre providing vital support to women
experiencing any difficulty or crisis, including domestic abuse.
Our Domestic Abuse working group brings together staff from across Hyde to
support customers, helping to secure urgent moves for those most at risk. We
provide a sensitive and confidential response to anyone approaching us for
assistance in cases of domestic abuse and will meet with them at one of our
offices or at an agreed safe venue. We also provide translation services and those
seeking help can ask to speak with someone of their own gender or ethnicity.
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Investing in our homes
We provided an almost ‘business as usual’ maintenance
and repairs service to customers during the lockdowns.
Even where customers were self-isolating or shielding,
we were able to provide emergency and essential
services, such as gas boiler inspections and servicing,
thanks to strict processes designed to put safety first.
Despite these challenging circumstances, we only had
a small backlog of work at year end, with customer
satisfaction with responsive repairs remaining high, at
83% (2019/20: 84%).
We also delivered a large stock investment programme,
including cyclical decorations, replacing bathrooms,
kitchens, windows and doors, installing new roofs and
carrying out electrical and ‘business as usual’ fire safety
works, to 5,500 buildings. This benefited more than
31,000 homes, despite disruption caused by COVID-19.

48,721
homes managed
(2019/20: 48,287)

Maintenance

and major repair

cost per home

£1,642

100%
Decent Homes

compliance
(2019/20: 100%)

91%

of expected repairs
demand delivered
during the pandemic

(2019/20: £1,762)

stock investment
(2019/20: £34.0m)

Improvements to

1,407

homes

(new kitchens, bathrooms,
doors and windows)
(2019/20: 1,891)

satisfaction with

83%

satisfaction with

gas repairs

stock investment

(2019/20: 84%)

(2019/20: 85.1%)

(2019/20: 84.5%)

responsive repairs
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£29.1m

89%

89%

satisfaction with
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Driving digital transformation in property services

Customers help choose new stock investment contractors

The coronavirus pandemic has shown that, while we have been using digital
technology for many tasks in the past few years, we could be using it more on a
day-to-day basis.

Customers played a key role in the successful procurement of our stock
investment contracts in 2020/21, which will improve customers’ homes and save
an estimated £2m a year, over the next five years.

We run online workshops and surveys with customers, to help us understand
what they most value from their services. Customers then sit on the Procurement
Board, and help us score potential contractors. These contractors are required to
show good customer satisfaction, and suggest ways they will themselves involve
customers.

These significant savings will deliver better value for money; with the money saved
being re-invested in providing customer services and building more affordable
homes. We’re also delighted that the contractors will be investing time and money
in supporting our community projects.

For example, this year we launched MyAccount, which enables customers to
manage their rent account, view their balance and download statements, pay bills
and update their details from their PC or mobile device. By the end of the year, 6,000
customers had signed up.

A customer sat on the Procurement board and we ran online workshops with
customers, to help us understand what they most valued from these services.
They also helped us score the contractors on customer satisfaction and their
customer liaison proposals.
Setting up an in-house team to tackle long-running repair issues
Disrepairs - long-running repair issues - present a financial and reputational risk
for Hyde. We launched our in-house London Property Management team in April
2021, which will give us more control, so we can better-anticipate access issues
and should mean we can complete work faster, save time and money, and improve
customer satisfaction.
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Keeping our customers safe in their homes

£12.6m
spent on fire safety
work in 2020/21

Fire Risk Assessments
carried out in 2020/21

(2019/20: £20.2m)

(2019/20: 1,648)
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All

988

of our buildings taller
than 18m with unsafe
cladding have had that
cladding replaced

(2019/20: 9 of the 11 buildings)

£63.7m

total spent on fire safety
work since 2017/18
(2019/20: £51.1m)

Our priority is, and always has been, the safety of our customers. It’s been a
tough, frustrating and worrying year for many people, leaseholders in particular.
Further changes to Government guidelines on building safety have led to more
confusion and delays in addressing safety improvements and in obtaining EWS1
forms, which are increasingly required by lenders when people want to buy, sell
or re-mortgage their homes.

Fire Risk Assessments (FRAs) are carried out to ensure there are adequate
layers of protection against fire in the home. FRAs set out the actions we must
carry out (within a set time), to improve a building’s safety. As the owner and
manager of almost 50,000 properties, we carry out thousands of FRA actions
each year. At year end, we had no overdue actions and our FRAs were 60 days
ahead of programme.
Paying for building safety work
We hope to obtain grant funding and to recover money from our developers
mutually or via legal action, where we can, to offset the cost of rectifying the fire
and building safety issues we’ve identified in some of our buildings.
To date, we’ve recovered £12.9m through the courts and from the Government’s
Building Safety Fund. We estimate having to spend a further £100m over the next
10 years. While we won’t ask customers to pay for anything until we’ve exhausted
all other options, we may have to pass some of the fire and building safety costs
on to them.
Communicating with customers
We received more than 2,500 enquiries from customers about EWS1, cladding
and building safety between January and March 2021. While we endeavour to
answer customers’ questions where we can, we accept our communication on
this rapidly-changing issue has fallen short at times. We’ve worked hard this
year to build customers’ confidence and trust, through regular communications,
virtual meetings and a dedicated building safety area on our website. This
includes regular updates on individual buildings and estates, plus the answers to
customers’ most frequently asked questions.
Preparing for new building safety legislation
We’re planning a number of pilot programmes across our estates in 2021/22, to
ensure we’re proactively managing building safety risk in line with the upcoming
Fire Safety Act and Building Safety Bill. These will look at the new role of the
building safety manager, assess our policies and procedures relating to new
build homes, and look at how we’ll work with customers, so they understand their
responsibilities, as well as our own.
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Starting out on our journey to net zero
Greener Futures Partnership
launched with four major
housing associations
Procured 100%
renewable
electricity
for our group
electricity contract

19,000
(66%) of
our general
needs homes
achieve an EPC
rating of Band C
or above (2019: 64%)

• Reducing carbon emissions from our homes, landlord electricity supplies, heat
networks, offices and transport
• Protecting customers from floods and overheating
• Protecting ecology and green spaces
• Protecting air, land and water
• Using natural resources efficiently.
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B

C

D

100% of our carbon footprint
from operational emissions
measured for the first time
E

F

G

275 fuel poor homes improved
to EPC band C (or higher)

Achieving net zero carbon emissions is one of the biggest challenges, and
opportunities, we face. The retrofit of homes, along with a sustainable approach
to building new ones, is a massive task, but one of the best ways of helping to
improve the health and financial wellbeing of our customers and to help the UK
transition to a low-carbon economy. We’ve identified six priorities to help improve
customers’ lives, their homes and communities:

• Reducing the water consumption of our homes and offices

A

£0.23m
savings in
utility bills
through better
management

Improving the energy efficiency of our homes
The Government has set a target for all existing homes to reach an Energy
Performance Certificate (EPC) band C by 2035.
Our aim is for all our EPC rated D, E, F and G homes to either be improved to EPC
band C or we’ll replace them with modern, energy efficient homes. We estimate it
costs between £13,000 and £25,000 to bring an energy-inefficient home up to an
EPC rating of C.
We’ll take a fabric-first approach, making improvements to insulation, windows
and doors in existing homes, and incorporating this philosophy in the homes we
build, to reduce heating demand. We’ll also invest in new technologies, such as
renewable heating systems, solar panels and battery technology.
The Greener Futures Partnership
We co-founded the Greener Futures Partnership this year. This is a collaboration of
five major housing associations aiming to be a major voice for the social housing
sector, influencing the green agenda and helping customers tackle fuel poverty,
sustain tenancies, and live in healthier homes.
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Making the best use of our money
Chief Executive’s salary

We ensure value for money is at the heart of everything we do. By being more efficient, we
can create more value that will enable us to build more of the right homes, in the right places,
that are safe, decent and energy efficient, and deliver high levels of service to our customers.

£331,000

Where each pound we receive comes from

How we spend each pound we receive

excludes development, sales and joint ventures

excludes development, sales and joint ventures; includes capitalised major repairs spend

£0.41

£0.11

£0.07

£0.09

£0.72

£0.04
£0.29

£0.06

£0.08

£0.13
Rents
Service charges
Government grants

Leaseholder
contributions
towards
building works
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Management fees
and other income

Repairs, maintenance
and depreciation of
resident's homes
Service charge costs

Improvements to
resident's properties
Other housing
management costs

Central management
costs, overheads and
community activities
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Social housing costs

2019/20

2020/21

G15 average

Average total cost of each social home

£4,445

£3,951

£5,034

Average property management cost per home

£1,281

£1,325

£1,322

Average maintenance cost per home

£1,107

£1,074

£1,140

Average service charge cost per home

£624

£630

£853

Average major repairs cost per home

£655

£610

£1,007

Rent collected as a % of rent due

97.9%

99.8%

99.5%
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The average total cost of managing each of our
social housing homes (£3,951) is significantly lower
than the rest of the G15 (London’s largest housing
associations), as we continue to focus on value for
money and generating surpluses to invest in our
existing homes, and to build new ones.
Service charge costs were an average of £630 per
home in 2020/21, because of increased fire safety
costs and the need for more communal cleaning
because of COVID-19.
Maintenance costs reduced to an average of £1,074
per home, again as a result of the pandemic, as we
carried out fewer repairs and planned maintenance.
Major repairs costs reduced slightly to an average
of £610 per home, due to the phasing of the stock
investment programme.
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Contact
Web: www.hyde-housing.co.uk
Telephone: 0800 3 282 282
Post: FREEPOST RESIDENTS MATTER

